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Alliance: The Inside Story of How Roosevelt, Stalin & Churchill Won One War & Began Another by
Jonathan Fenby

They knew from the start “they had to defeat the evil enemy and, to do so, they had to remain in
alliance.” But as the Big Three -- Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin -- would quickly learn, an alliance
doesn’t necessarily denote friendship. They tried to be friends, and often publicly claimed their
affections for one another. In private, however, each man sought something different, and the
alliance represented the only means to achieving those personal goals as well as the obvious one.
What else could be expected from these highly experienced, single-minded leaders from three vastly
different, imposing countries, but a long and fractured attempt to get along? Nonetheless, the alliance
was necessary, if for no other reason than to defend the world, or at least themselves, from Nazism.
It could perhaps best be described as a paradox: their alliance, though lasting only a few brief years,

redirected the events of World War II and changed the course of history forever. It was, as Jonathan Fenby notes in
Alliance: The Inside Story of How Roosevelt, Stalin & Churchill Won One War & Began Another, “the most important
role of any group of leaders in the twentieth century.”

Hitler wasn’t the only person glad to hear that Pearl Harbor had been attacked. When Churchill telephoned President
Roosevelt to confirm the bombing, the Prime Minister said, “This certainly simplifies things. God be with you.”
Churchill later said the situation was “a blessing... greater good fortune has rarely happened to the British Empire.”
And he was right. Since his inauguration into office, Churchill knew he had to befriend Roosevelt. Britain had been
fighting the Nazis for over a year before America entered the war, and their finances and supplies were depleting.
Roosevelt agreed to help Churchill, but foremost pursued good relations with Stalin, whose country was already being
assaulted by Hitler’s army. If Hitler could take control of such a large landmass, the Nazis’ task may have been
accomplished fairly easily. Although Stalin’s goal was ultimately not so different from Hitler’s, “The US Chiefs of
Staff concluded that ‘only Russia possesses adequate manpower, situated in favourable proximity to the center of
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